JOIN AN INDUSTRY-LEADING GLOBAL TECH COMPANY

EUROPEAN PATENT ATTORNEY
VELDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS

A PIONEERING COMPANY
ASML are world-leading technology experts. They are true innovators - designing and manufacturing semiconductor
technology to make living more advanced and efficient for people across the globe. ASML provide technology for all of the
world's top chip companies, chips that are implemented into a wide variety of different industries from satellites to medical
devices.

A COLLABORATIVE CULTURE
Since their inception in 1984, ASML have been unstoppable. They have defined themselves as industry leaders, creating
innovative technology. Underpinning their success is their people. ASML foster a unique culture of support, teamwork and
care, where each and every member of their team is appreciated. Through teamwork, they have achieved solutions to
complex problems and unlocked the key to superior solutions. Integral to the success of ASML is the patent team, which has
been established for many years, and which is highly respected among the stakeholders. You will be welcomed into a team of
experts with a revered reputation across the company. The team, comprising of patent attorneys at various stages of full
qualification, holds a wealth of experience and truly value the importance of IP.

A CHANCE TO JOIN THE TEAM
This is your chance to be a part of this unique team. ASML are looking for a European Patent Attorney to bring a wealth of
technological knowledge from the field of physics, mechatronics or similar. You will have a strong foundation in drafting and
prosecution activities. It would also be advantageous if you have international experience due to the global nature of the work
ASML do. Your experience may come from private practice or industry but regardless, your passion and dedication will be
intrinsic. In return, you will be afford opportunities of responsibility and growth.
This is an opportunity to support groundbreaking technology innovation for the industry leaders, ASML.

For more information or to apply, please contact MWA
Call +44 113 3910862 or email Kieron Wright, Director: kieron@mwaip.com or, Rachel Atkins, Research Associate: rachel@mwaip.com

